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Connexion. Community. Church leadership. 
This issue of OnTRAC features the voices of TRAC youth 
and young adults on these topics. Connexion, community 
and church leadership opportunities. They all seem to 
desire more of this.
 

And why not? These desires are good, and they match 
the practice of the early disciples in the Bible.
 
Acts 2:42-47 describes how the early church was marked 
by such community and connexion. They did a few things 
together. I sum these up using 5 Ws.

ON TRAC FOR GOD: TOGETHER

TRAC President’s Message Rev Dr Gordon Wong 
Cheong Weng

WITNESS

They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and to fellowship, 
to the breaking of bread and to prayer. Everyone was filled with awe 
at the many wonders and signs performed by the apostles... They sold 
property and possessions to give to anyone who had need. Every day 
they continued to meet together in the temple courts... praising God 
and enjoying the favor of all the people. And the Lord added to their 
number daily those who were being saved.

WORDWONDER

WORSHIP

WELCOME
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The “5 Ws” they experienced together as a church community might easily – and edifyingly – become a Vision to 
guide any church community today. On 20 July 2013, the Special Session of our Trinity Annual Conference (TRAC) will 
consider adopting these 5 Ws as a Vision to guide our joint efforts over at least the next quadrennium (2012-2016). 
We want to be a Conference of churches that promotes disciples of Christ committed to:

1. The Word of God: disciples learn and share the wisdom of the Bible with each other.
2. The Worship of God: disciples desire and encourage communion (relationship) with God through prayer 

and organised worship.
3. The Welcome of God: disciples receive and share God’s warmth and pastoral care to the church and 

community.
4. The Witness of God: disciples accept their roles as faithful witnesses to God’s love and good news.
5. The Wonder of God: disciples experience God’s wonderful acts of physical, spiritual and emotional healing 

through both prayers and physicians.
 

Connexion. Community. Church leadership.  
Let’s connect and lead each other towards the vision of becoming  

 
On TRAC with GOD: 

Together in Word, Worship, Welcome, Witness and Wonder 

Gordon 

Introducing  
our President

Rev Dr Gordon Wong Cheong Weng was 
elected President in November 2012 at the 
37th session of TRAC. Prior to his election, 
he was lecturer in Old Testament, Hebrew 
and Homiletics at Trinity Theological College. 
He did his theological studies at the London 
School of Theology and the University of 
Cambridge, and was ordained an Elder in 1990. 
 
Rev Dr Wong has written a number of books, 
including Faithful to the End: The Message of Daniel for Life in the Real World, 
God Why? Habakkuk’s Struggle with Faith in a World Out of Control, The Power of Love: Earthly Pain and Heavenly 
Provision in the book of Ruth, and God Makes Sense Even When Life Doesn’t. He is married to Lai Foon and they 
have two children, Deborah and Jeremy.
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SO: Besides conviction from God and affirmation 
from many people, one motivating factor is a 
principle I have always held. Many of us are 
quick to complain and grumble when things 
go wrong or when an outcome is not what we 
have expected. However, I believe that no one 
has the right to complain and grumble if they 

have not done something to make 
a difference or to change 

the outcome. Instead 
of complaining and 

grumbling, why don’t we 
offer ourselves to be used 
by God to make the church 

a better place!

AA: I wanted to improve certain aspects of our 
church’s worship. I hope to see a church that 
is so in love with God that worship becomes 
natural for us. As a musician and worship leader, I knew 
that if I wanted to make changes for the better I would 
have to take up a leadership role. 

SX: It was a natural decision for me, as the church became 
like my second home and members of my family. Serving 
as a leader of the church meant that I could take steps 
to make it a better place. And as a youth leader, it 
meant that I could help to inject vibrancy and evoke 
‘youthfulness’ to the way church is being run.

AK: I was approached by my Pastor-in-Charge to serve as 
Witness and Evangelism chairperson. I agreed to serve 
even though I had no prior experience in the area. But I 
saw it as an opportunity to serve God and the church, 
which has been and always will be a humbling experience 
for me. Although I knew it wasn’t going to be an easy 
task, I had faith that if God had called me, He would 
surely provide the grace I need.

by Pastor Clarence Lee
 
Leadership renewal has been a topic of discussion in our churches in recent years. Many veteran leaders 
are asking how we can encourage and develop younger people to become leaders of the church. Yet due 
to various perceptions of church leadership, it might never have crossed the mind of a young person 
that the Local Church Executive Committee (LCEC) is an avenue to serve the Lord. As such, many youth 
and young adults wonder if they actually have a voice with regards to church direction. 

To gain a more balanced perception on this, OnTRAC interviewed four leaders in their twenties who 
serve on the LCEC of Methodist Church of the Incarnation (MCI). Shauna Oh (SO) is a Senior PR 
Associate and serves as Chairperson of Communications and Media; Aaron Aloysious (AA) is a Physical 
Education teacher and serves as Chairperson of Worship and Music; Tan Shuo Xian (SX) just completed 
his undergraduate studies and serves as Youth Steward; and Amelia Koh (AK) is a third-year engineering 
student who serves as Chairperson of Witness and Evangelism.

Why did you decide on serving as a leader of the church?

Seize Your Youth!  
Young Leaders Share Their Heart
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What are the joys and challenges you face as a younger leader of the church?

SO:  My greatest challenge is to find the balance between 
being a good employee at my secular job and keeping 
up with the job demands, and being faithful in my 
service to God. I’m sure many young people find 
this a challenge as well, but true joy also comes from 
knowing that with God, all things are possible and 
it is He who gives us the strength to do these well. 
All it takes is an earnest heart.

AA: My credibility is somehow related to my age and 
people’s perception of my maturity. To be taken 
seriously, I feel that I have to prove myself in my 
ministry and show that I know what I am doing.

SX: I cannot agree more with my cell group leader, 
who once told us: leadership is not a glamorous 
job. At times, I feel like I have been thrown into 
a can of worms! But the joy of serving God, the 
encouragement of hearing the dreams of other 
church leaders, and seeing lives changed have all 

been most rewarding.

AK: As a young leader of the church, I am heartened 
when members of all ages come together to fulfil 
the common purpose 
of sharing the good 
news to those who 
have not heard. 
After completing 
an outreach project 
together, I feel a kind 
of joy and satisfaction 
that only comes from 
doing God’s work. 

 
In terms of challenges, 
perhaps some of our 
ideas or plans might 
seem too ambitious at 
times to older church 
leaders. But I believe 
in dreaming big 
for God and that we 
should not put a limit 
to what God can do for 
us. As I am not the most 
experienced, I am thankful 
for the help and support 
from fellow leaders and 
church members.
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“Let no one despise your youth, 
but set the believers an example 
in speech and conduct, in love, 

in faith, in purity.” 
1 Timothy 4:12 (NRSV)

What would you say to other young adults who are considering serving 
as church leaders?

SO:  You are only young once. Seize the opportunity if 
it comes knocking on your door and discover how 
God can use your youth to make a difference in His 
church. Saying you are too busy to step up to serve 
should never be an excuse as there is no such thing 
as ‘too busy to serve,’ but only a question of priorities. 
What is your priority today?

AA: As long as your heart has been 
convicted by God, the first step 

is always saying yes. No one 
starts out on this journey 

completely prepared or 
qualified. “God doesn’t 

call the qualified, He 
qualifies the called.”

SX: If you are called to do it, just go for it. Dare to dream 
big for your church!

AK: I would say to go for it! Nothing beats doing God’s 
work. Although you may not receive recognition 
or awards, serving God and His people is truly a 
privilege. You might never have the same opportunity 
when you are older and busy with starting a family 
or building a career. It has been a humbling journey 
thus far as a young church leader. But my journey has 
only just begun. I am excited to see what God has 
in store for me in terms of my ministry in MCI and 
I know I serve a God who is worthy of my service.
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by Kenneth Lam with Rev Irene Thung
 
Be honest, let us know if you think the church is speaking to the youth of this 
generation. Be it over the pulpit or in other areas of the church. Reflect on the 
food that the church is giving.

My first response to this question was ‘WOW.’ Being asked a question of such 
magnitude, while walking out of Singapore Expo minutes after listening 
to the call to action at Love Singapore’s ‘Momentum 2013,’ 
one struggles to be honest, humble and yet non-judgmental. 
This in addition to having attended another ‘faith shattering’ 
event, a cell-based church conference at Trinity Christian 
Centre only weeks before, makes composing coherent flow 
of thoughts for this article almost impossible. Instead I turned to the many small 
footnotes or snippets of insights, captured on my iPhone Notes over a period of two 
weeks, as I navigated and prayed through life in the market place, in the home and in the 
church. Perhaps my thoughts reveal my greatest concerns for the church and our youths.

When the church starts standing up for its beliefs, youths 
will find relevance in the words that come over the pulpit 
and meaning in the ‘spiritual food that church provides’. 
One cannot ask the question “is the ‘food’ good and 
nutritious enough for our youths?” without asking why 
we are eating in the first place? If we as a church do not 
exercise our spiritual muscles and involve youths in the 
‘exercise’, why worry about the food in the first place? 
Why would the youth even hunger for the ‘food’ no matter 
how good we make it?

Shouldn’t the pulpit and the church be about 
equipping us to do the work of discipleship? Shouldn’t 
we be teaching Christian ethical conduct, cheering on 
‘fishers of men and women’ who live a life of faith, 
hope and love, and winning the minds and hearts of 
pre-believers in this crazy messed-up world? If there 
is anything the youth are energized to do, it is to 
help their friends in this crazy chaotic world. Instead 
our services are filled with messages and altar calls 

meeting people’s needs. This leaves our youths 
wondering ‘why are Christian adults in so much 
need? So devastated? So overwhelmed? Is this 
what I want to be when I grow up?’ 

Thought #1
Thought #2

Spiritual Diet for Youths
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In the eyes of many youths, today’s adults 
(and more crucially young adults) are a 
pale reflection of victorious, purposeful 
godly living, of the radical life commitment 
of Jesus. Youths sense that there is a 
better alternative to the singular pursuit of 
“merit and praise” so valued in Singapore 
society. Yet that is where we, the church 
leave them – “wondering”.

Thought #4 Athletes, musical protégés start at a terribly young age. 
There are more ‘academies’ and ‘investments’ for young 
talent in the secular world than there is in the church. 
Why should we think that our future heroes of faith start 
in the later years of their life? If you start life living in the 
secular, you’ll find relevance in it, and stay secular. How 
old was David when he faced Goliath on God’s terms 
and not that of his brothers? Or Joseph when he fled the 
chambers of Potiphar’s wife? Or Daniel and his friends, 
when they stood up to King Nebuchanezzar? Sure, they 
went on to greater exploits for God later in life, but when 
did the ‘investments and focus of the church’ occur for 
these spiritual milestones to take place?

Thought #5

These five thoughts reflect the sense that we might miss the opportunity of grooming the men and women of faith 
our churches need. Perhaps we should think less about ourselves and more about how our youths can contribute to 
the ministries of the church. Instead of asking what our youth can do for tomorrow, we need to ask what they can do 
now and what we must do now to better prepare them to serve the Lord. I fear that a time may come, like nations 
before us, when we will say ‘we have missed the plot and are losing our future generations.’ Have we reached that 
point? I will leave that to you, the reader to decide.
 
Kenneth Lam, 
a senior operations manager of a hospital, serves as a Youth Ministry leader in Living Hope MC

“hope dispensers” in an ever increasingly “hopeless” 
environment! A Christian youth’s lack of empathy to 
the life and world around is a failure to embrace the 
power of “biblical transformational hope” that only 
God can give. Talk to our youth, not “talked down 
to”, not “talked at” and not “talked about!” You only 
need to speak to the rare but growing breed of youth 
volunteers and entrepreneurs to understand “how 
engaged they can be”. In their schools, our youth 
are already grappling with science, mathematics and 
language concepts that we even as adults are hard-
pressed to understand, let alone teach as normal 
parents. Why should the study of the bible be any 
different? Youth don’t want to be told, they want to 
learn and passionately experiment for themselves 
with faith tools to function in a world system that 
only they can understand.

Vision casting - Is the pulpit and the church office the 
right vehicles to meet the needs of the congregation? Or 
should it focus more on equipping the “body of believers” 
to meet each other’s need? To this end, a bigger more 
sustainable vision of the early church from the book of 
Acts is required. Focusing on a largely adult congregation 
to detect and meet needs reminds me of the words of 
Henry Ford the famous American auto-car maker “If I 
had asked people what they wanted, they would have 
said faster horses”. As a default, we should devote much 
more time and resources equipping the youth specifically 
for ministries of healing, preaching and discipleship. 
Youth of today, are ready to listen and dialogue (not just 
read and accept) to understand greater issues of current 
society. They want conversation, interpretation of the 
Word at their level. They want hope and they want to be 

Thought #3
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by Pastor Raymond Fong
 
OnTRAC connected with the following young adults about the church as a vibrant and authentic community: Maegan 
Yee (MY), Aldersgate MC; Timothy Yong (TY), Trinity MC; Isaac Tan (IT), Ang Mo Kio MC; Magdalene Phua (MP), 
Wesley MC; and Byron Teo (BT), Christalite MC.

Church as Vibrant & Authentic Community!

BT: I see a family. A family of believers from different 
background who set aside their personal agendas, 
grow in a deep and common passion for following 
Christ, and share Him with others.

TY: Yes, I see a home where family gather to celebrate 
New Year or Christmas. Everyone comes with 
anticipation to meet each other, chips in with food 
and meaningful conversations.

MY: A vibrant community is one that is purposeful in 
seeking and knowing God. It is also a community 

where various expressions of worship like songs, 
photographs; and even authentic differences are 
encouraged.

IT: I see it as being active both internally and externally. 
Internally, the church fosters deep communion and 
eternally, the church leaves a deep impact on her 
surrounding community through gospel sharing! 

MP: Yes, a vibrant community is like a family, where there 
would be authenticity, lifelong friendships, where 
people from varying walks of life are welcomed and 
where people ‘do’ life together.

 

What comes to your mind when we speak of a vibrant church community?

IT: To be honest, the 
congregation can 
get quite lazy (myself 
included) in attendance 
at times. We need to show 
deeper commitment. 
A family cannot simply 
meet once a week and 
hope to be strongly 
knitted.

BT: What we can do better in is perhaps resonance 
among a greater part of the church with our vision 
to shine for Jesus in the neighbourhood we are in.

MY: My Pastor-in-Charge cast the vision to reach the 
neighbourhood. Many felt convicted at our last 
church camp to adopt this vision as their own. We 
have since started a tuition ministry for children who 
come from low-income blocks of flats opposite our 
church, and conducted home visits to the residents 
and provided assistance to them.

All of you are experiencing this in your churches, especially  
through your small groups and ministries. What more can be done?
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MP: On one hand, the church (staff or volunteers) can 
try to ‘foster’ community (e.g. preach it from the 
pulpit, or provide free coffee after service so that 
congregation members would stay and chatter). On 
the other hand, each church member needs to be 
intentional, first by recognizing that community is 
something that God designed us for, and secondly 
by being humble and vulnerable enough to allow 
others into our lives.

 

TY: I also think more can be done to reach out to those 
who feel left out and do not know any other church 
members well. If I can use an accounting term to 
describe them, they would be LIFO (‘Last In, First 
Out’) church members. Last to come, but first to 
leave after service. 

  
If church members put in the effort to connect with 
LIFOs, it will make a bigger impact than the leaders 
doing it. It will demonstrate to that person that we 
are sincere in our desire to reach out.

MY: The church service 
definitely plays a really 
crucial role! The format/
structure matters 
because it provides unity 
by gathering people and 
yet different types of 
services provide room 
for diversity. It’s also very 
important that we sing 
songs that contain good theology 
because that influences and helps to mould our 
understanding of who God is and how we see 
ourselves in relation to His Grand Plan.

MP: I don’t think the church service itself (the structure, 
or format) can foster authentic community. Rather, 
it is a culture that can be shaped. A good place to 
start would be from the pulpit and the church leaders. 
Authenticity begins with the individual and must be 
modelled by leaders. 

IT:  Prayer during service really helps. A friend from 
another church (not a Methodist one), shared an 
interesting way her church closes service: at the end 
of the service, each member will turn to one another 
and pray before the Pastor closes communally. I think 
that’s a beautiful picture of authentic community: 
The word preached is followed by the intimacy of 
shared prayers.

BT: The typical church service of today has a structure 
where a small group of people actively run the service, 
while most essentially sit back (literally). Such a 
structure by itself may not really foster authentic 
community. Having more people being directly 
involved in the worship service would help. Perhaps 
small groups can be rostered to serve: ushering, 
sharing testimonies, reading Scripture, just to name 
a few.

TY:  Yes, the church service has to model the inclusiveness 
that we desire to see in our community. We can 
do that by getting people of different generations 
to serve together in the 
church service, from little 
children to grandparents. 
This will help create a 
sense of ownership and 
relational attachment 
to the community.

What about the church service? Does it play any role in fostering community? 
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IT: Small groups are important in creating authenticity 
because of the accountability and the intimacy offered 
and required in that setting.

BT:  It is in my small group where my closest friends 
are, where I can share my joys and struggles in 

confidence, and know that my small group 
mates will never judge, but always listen, 

pray for and keep me accountable in 
God’s love. It helps for a small group 

to have a common cause, e.g. 
adopting a child through 

World Vision.

MY: Oh yes, we do love to eat. Most young adults in my 
church eat lunch together on Sundays. Eating affects 
both the physical and emotional. Some eat and feel 
really happy after that! Food has a strange ability 
to help people relax; it is a medium that dispels 
discomfort to some degree and lowers our guards 
a little? It usually dispels awkwardness and makes 
the atmosphere less intense.

MY: A small group is important because of the support 
it provides when we go through life transitions, 
when things in life in a flux. Small groups are a great 
platform to share, to feel related to friends going 
through similar struggles, and most importantly, 
to help us to keep our focus on God. I’ve to admit 
that authenticity is a challenge because it sometimes 
takes a lot of courage to be vulnerable.

TY: The small group is a place where I could develop 
close relationships which I treasure to this day. Time 
spent having meals together, sharing our lives over 
coffee, studying the Bible, brings us closer, something 
which the church service is unable to achieve. 

MP: Small group is one of the few constants in my life 
(because we meet every week, without fail) and I 
appreciate that we make time for each other beyond 
bible study meetings, in large groups (e.g. barbecues) 
and smaller groups (e.g. high tea, baking together). 
Acquaintances have become my good buddies and I 
believe will become spiritual brothers and sisters over 
time and effort. It’s a long road ahead of us young 
adults, and like good wine, I expect my experience to 
get better over time, as long as I keep living into it.

MP: I find that the best conversations happen over a 
good meal in a relaxed setting. In my small group, 
we make it a point to have dinner together before 
bible study. 

IT: Yes, having a meal together or simply talking over 
food (especially good food) really helps to break the 
ice and facilitate conversations. However, while food 
is a good platform, it cannot be the only one.

Since you are all in small groups, how important are small groups is  
in building authentic communities? Why?

I suppose as Singaporeans we love to eat. What role does hospitality  
and eating together play in fostering community?
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Great thoughts, excellent reflections! Vibrant and 
authentic communities are indeed possible. It starts 
with God giving us the desire to share our lives with 
each other. May the Lord grant us His grace to be a true 
community, loving each other and many others into the 
Kingdom of God!

BT: Hospitality and eating together play vital roles. For 
instance, as a small group, when we try to invite 
new friends or existing members who have been 
‘missing in action,’ it’s sometimes easier to start by 
inviting them for coffee, dinner, or just to hang out 
at someone’s place, compared to inviting them for 
‘cell group.’

 
 To some extent, eating together has a way of helping 

people let their guard down, and bring out a sense 
of togetherness and commonality – like when we 

MY: Greater unity between the age groups/generations. 
Relationships between generations should be forged. 
Mentorship could be the key to it.

IT: We cannot lose the common bond that we share 
with each other. God who offers us salvation holds 
us together in a fundamental bond that defines our 
fellowship. The key is a conviction by the Holy Spirit 
on the Word of God about true community. Some 
bee-hoon after service on Sunday helps!

MP: My hope is for the church to be an authentic Christ-
like community, and in so doing model Christ for 

the world to see! Intentionality is 
key, especially because not 

share a passion for the same kind of food or when 
we partake of shared food (like dishes ‘zi char’). 

TY:  Most of the time, we eat together in smaller groups 
after service. It is easy for us to retreat into our 
comfort zones each week, eating with our usual 
cliques after service rather than trying to host and 
include new people. It definitely takes effort to 
host new people but I do think that having meals 
together really breaks the ice. We have youth ministry 
community breakfasts once a month and I have seen 
how it has allowed our youths to grow and bond in 
their relationships.

everybody amongst us are naturally outgoing and 
spontaneous. 

BT: I think the key is really for us as members of the 
church to know God and experience His great love 
in our own lives, which would compel us to share 
the common passion of sharing this same love with 
others.

TY: My hope is for every person in church to feel like they 
are returning home when they come to church. A place 
where they feel valued, included and loved. Each of 
us must learn to stop, and include the newcomer in 
our conversations and community breakfasts once 
a month and I have seen how it has allowed our 
youths to grow and bond in their relationships.

I suppose as Singaporeans we love to eat. What role does hospitality 
and eating together play in fostering community?

If you had a hope or vision for the aspect of community in your church, 
what would that be? What is the key to achieving such a vision?
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The Joy of Connexion! by Ivy Nguyen and Kyle Yeo with Rev Ivan Tan

The early Methodists called the relationship among their 
members and preachers, the ‘Connexion.’ By that they 
meant the vital relationship, the friendship that existed 
among them even though they were from different parts of 
the British Isles. They were very different from each other: 
there were miners and trades people, aristocrats and 
leading members of society, people with little education 
and scholars.... But they were all united in the desire to 
grow in holiness. They sought accountable relationships 
with others in order to “flee the wrath to come.” They 
yearned to grow in their love for God and their fellow 
human beings. For that purpose, their leaders met every 
year at what they called the ‘Conference.’ There they 
shared with great joy what God was doing in their lives 
and in the lives of the people called Methodists across 
the land. People left the Conference inspired by God 
and raring to continue “to spread scriptural holiness 
over the land.”

In the early years of Methodism in Singapore and 
Malaysia, there were many gatherings for Methodists 
to come together for such vital connexion. Especially 
important were the gatherings of youths and young adults. 
Two of these were the MYF (Methodist Youth Fellowship) 
Institutes and the YLDP (Young Leaders’ Development 

Programme). After some time, these activities began to 
wane and eventually cease. With it, the connexion among 
younger leaders also waned. Thankfully, TRAC organised 
first the Young Methodist Leaders Conference (YMLC) 
and then Trackers to bring together the young people of 
all our local churches. In 2010, YMLC was organised as 
a Methodist Church-wide gathering, involving younger 
leaders from TRAC, CAC (Chinese Annual Conference) 
and ETAC (Emmanuel Tamil Annual Conference). YMLC 
took a year’s break in 2011, and resumed in 2012. Trackers 
is a TRAC Board of Youth Ministry initiative to provide 
intensive discipleship training culminating in an overseas 
mission trip for youths in their “gap” year, before they 
move on to National Service or university. Both efforts 
have borne much fruit as the connexion among TRAC 
youths and young adults has grown significantly. 

Here are two testimonies. The first is by Ivy Nguyen 
from Cairnhill MC. Ivy came to Singapore to study at 
the NUS Business School, and has been working here 
since completing her studies. She has taken part in three 
YMLCs. The second is by Kyle Yeo from Holland Village 
MC. Kyle attended last year’s YMLC as well as this year’s 
Trackers programme. He is preparing to go for further 
studies in the United Kingdom.
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Ivy with her group from YMLC 2013. She’s seated, second from the right.

The Methodist Church is a big organisation. I don’t think 
many of us are able to comprehend how big and complex 
this organisation is by just merely hearing the reported 
number of members. In that aspect, I am glad to have 
taken part in the YMLC for its last three runs. Beyond 
great worship, messages and powerful encounters with 
God, I was equally blessed by the experience of meeting 
new people, hearing new stories, and at the same time 
being energised by the mutual passion for Christ. 

One game that left deep impression on me was the 
“picnic”. Essentially, it was about getting two people 
to befriend each other, share their thoughts openly, 
and demonstrate care through sincere prayers for one 
another. We had more than an hour of listening and 
sharing – luxuries which working adults like me do not 
have very often. In that respect, I appreciate the fact 
that I was partnered with someone of similar age. The 
common understanding we experienced enabled us to 
be quickly at ease, and invited us to discover who we are 
as persons loved by God. The feeling of being heard and 
understood without being rushed brought satisfaction 
and also healing. I realised how often I had neglected this 
personal need to be valued as a person, as I serve the Lord. 

Meeting new brothers and sisters from other churches 
opened my eyes to the diversity and also unity within 
the family of Christ. It is unfortunate that many of these 
friendships are not deepened after YMLC as we return to 
our busy daily schedules. I wish that the network could be 
sustained and nurtured, so that we can “spur one another 
on towards love and good deeds” as we continue sharing 
testimonies of what God is doing in our lives.

Meeting People from Other Churches by Ivy Nguyen 
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Kyle (on the extreme right) and Trackers team with their Timor Leste friends.

I believe building interconnectedness within the 
Methodist Church in Singapore must be a personal and 
individual endeavour, irrespective of personality and social 
inclination. It starts with oneself. It starts when a person 
leaves their comfort zone and follows God’s voice and 
not the voice of the world or their peers. I used to have 
the idea that every church needs to take care of their 
own congregation and focus on shepherding them, and 
rightfully so. But as I grew up and was exposed to events 
such as YMLC and Trackers, I saw the beauty and also 
the need for interconnectedness among the churches.

Different churches are made up of people from very 
different backgrounds with very different life stories. The 
greatest privilege is when you get to hear them, and you 
would see how God has been working in other people’s 
lives, how He brings His people together to grow them in 
wisdom and strength. And this changes your perspective 
of the character of God and how He moves in a most 
amazing way. It widens or corrects our once myopic 
view of God, when we looked through the lens of only 
our lives or that of our local churches. This diversity is 
so precious to God as we know in 1 Corinthians 12:12-31. 
I’ve seen this most spectacularly when I was a Tracker. 
We were forty-one youths from almost twenty different 
churches, working together for one Lord! I’ve never felt 
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more a part of Christ’s family than my time with them. 
My interactions and relationships with them gave me 
perspectives and experiences that I would never, ever 
have received otherwise.

History has also shown us that the Church of Christ has 
always been strongest when different churches worked 
together, but weakest when we bickered and went our 
own insular ways. This lesson in history applies today. 
Let us move against the inertia of inaction and insular 
mentalities. Borders are meant to be explored, crossed, 
and discovered. God has so much to reveal to us outside 
the walls of our own churches. We are, after all, one 
church, one body of Christ.

So dare! Dare, my brothers and sisters in Christ, to 
cross boundaries. When you go to events like YMLC, 
look outwards not inwards towards people from your 
own church. Don’t just stick with your own friends and 
remain in your comfort zones. Look to fellowship with 
other church communities and build relationships with 
people. Do it in the smallest ways like a simple outing 
to Universal Studios Singapore with another cell group 
to bigger things like inter-youth ministry games! Dare! 
Dare because the future of the Church lies with us. It lies 
with the youth today, and the choices we make. So what 
would you choose? 
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“Instead of complaining and 
grumbling, why don’t we offer 
ourselves to be used by God to 

make the church a better place?” 
Shauna Oh

“No one starts out on this journey 
completely prepared or qualified. 
“God doesn’t call the qualified, He 

qualifies the called.” 
Aaron Aloysious

“The key is really for us as members of the 
church to know God and experience His 
great love in our own lives, which could 

compel us to share the common passion of 
sharing this same love with others.” 

Byron Teo

“A vibrant community is like a family, 
where there would be authenticity, 

lifelong friendships, where people from 
varying walks of life are welcomed and 

where people ‘do’ life together.” 
Magdalene Phua

“So dare! Dare, my brothers 
and sisters in Christ, to cross 

boundaries.” 
Kyle Yeo


